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INTRODUCTION 
Right, let’s get into it! 

When the first upswing of managed services hit the IT Support market, most 

people started pricing with the per device model.  

This was super quick to roll out and made sense when there were barely any 

remote working policies, bring your own device policies, tablets, smart phones 

and more.  

But the world changed – and with the rise of the cloud, smart MSP’s started 

moving to either per user pricing or per experience pricing.  

 

 

 

The per user camp charged a fixed fee per user to all their clients, with the same 

per user price for every client. 

And the per experience camp charged a custom fee to every single client 

typically made out of smoke and mirrors (and not easy to scale).  

  

Per Device

(Chunk of Metal)

Per User

(Bum on Seat)

Per Client

(Customized)
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After many years trying, testing and tweaking all these approaches, I believe this 

version that I’m about to show you is one of the best (if not, the best) ways to 

price your Managed Service Agreements in this new Cloud First / User First 

economy. 

It takes best of per user pricing and the best of per experience pricing in a 

simple, easy to scale, easy to implement and easy to understand system (for 

you AND most importantly your clients). 

Simplicity is super important, because, the more complex your pricing model – 

the harder it is for you (and your team) to manage and more importantly, the 

harder it is for your clients (and prospective clients) to understand it and be 

comfortable with it. 

 

 

 

 

“Never overlook the power of simplicity…” - Robin Sharma 

Don’t be fooled by the simplicity – that’s it’s very power. I call this method the 

Ultimate method, not only because it works – but because it’s so super simple 

to setup and manage! 
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SHOW ME THE MODEL! 

So, how does it work? 

First off, you start off with your base rates (on a “per user per month” basis -  

we’ll talk more about this soon). 

 

You then weight that base rate by how complex that clients network is. 

 
Then you weight that number by how difficult that client might be to work with.  

 

And finally, weight it by any other factors you want to include that make sense 

in your particular business (ideally none if you can avoid it – keep it simple).  
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Out of all that, you’ll then get your Per User Price.   

 

Now, we all know that every single business out there is vastly different so this 

pricing model allows you the freedom of an easy to follow framework to help 

cater for the differences between your clients (while still being profitable).  

As you’ll see, the green section below are the variables you have under your 

control and the yellow is all about your clients (your clients variables are the 

ones that change the most right?).  
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So, here’s an example of this in action. 

Let’s say you have a new client that you want to quote a MSP Agreement for and 

you have set your base rate for Unlimited Remote Support at $125 per user per 

month (more on the base rates in a minute).  

 

Now let’s say that this client has a slightly more complex system than your 

normal client, maybe they have an extra server that you need to support (for 

some old applications), so you weight the complexity factor for this client by 1.1.  

 

And, let’s say this client has a CFO who needs a little extra love and makes you 

prepare extra documentation every time you roll something out, so you weight 

the difficulty factor for this client by 1.2.  
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Finally, you weight it by any of your other things specific to your business (e.g. if 

you support their phones as well) and voila! 

Out pops your per user per month pricing tailored specifically for that client but 

still operating within an easy to manage, easy to quote, easy to update and 

profitable framework.  

 

This means that for this particular client – for you to support them on a Remote 

Only Unlimited Support plan – their investment will be $165 per user per month. 

So, that’s the model in a nutshell. Simple right? 

Well, you can even make it simpler by just having one weighting option 

(complexity or difficulty) and removing the other one. 

 

But what about if you need more flexibility? Well, read on… 

 

PRO TIP 

If you’re using one of the cool tools like CSP Boss from Autotask or Cloud 

Console from ConnectWise – then you can easily automate your clients user 

counts straight from their Microsoft Office365 accounts and update their 

monthly agreement billing completely automatically. 

 

CSP BOSS:   www.autotask.com/solutions/csp-boss 

Cloud Console:  www.connectwise.com/software/cloudconsole 
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THE ADVANCED option 

Now, I’m the first to admit that the above model won’t work in all situations.  

Maybe you work in the hospitality or education niches where they typically 

have much higher user to computer ratios (one of the clients in my MSP had 

a 6:1 computer to user ratio).  

Right now, if we use the model above, it looks like this: 

 

So, a simple addition you can make to the pricing model to help work better 

for those types of niches is to add a Base Infrastructure layer to your pricing. 

You do this by quoting your clients a Base Infrastructure price (to look after all 

the basics like their Network and Server Infrastructure, Cloud Tenants) 

separate to their Per User price. 

 

This allows you have a certain proportion of the pricing being mostly fixed 

(the Base Infrastructure part) and a scalable/flexible proportion for their users. 

 

Per User

Per user pricing

Base 

infrasctcture 

price

 

 

 

= TOTAL PRICE 

 

 

= TOTAL PRICE 
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HOW DO I QUOTE THAT? 

When you’re quoting this pricing model, you can either give your clients just 

one single option (e.g. 15 x Unlimited Remote + Monthly Onsite @ $140). 

Or, you can give them an option to choose the coverage level (like in the 

image below, which is using the simple option from above). This way your 

clients can choose the coverage level they’d like themselves.  

 

If you go with the Advanced Pricing option, then you can either quote them 

the Base Infrastructure price and just 1 x Per User price. 

Or, again, you can give them an option to choose their own coverage level 

(like the image below): 

 

TIP 

My encouragement to you is to not make this a complex process, 

because it’s really not.  

The simpler you make it – the more your clients will love you. 
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WHAT’s MY Base rate? 

Now, to be able to work with this model – you need to choose what plans you 

are going to offer (these will form your base rates). 

The base rates are what you’ll add the weighted multipliers on.  

Simplicity is key here, so start off by keeping things super, super simple.  

This could mean kicking off with just 2 plans: 

 

The prices you come up with for these going to be based on your costs, your 

market, your niche/s, what you include in the base agreements and more (we’ll 

run through what to include in a moment).  

Depending on inclusions, I’ve seen anywhere from $15 per user per month to 

$350 per user per month. 

Two extra options that you could offer are Per User Unlimited Remote with a 

Scheduled Monthly or Quarterly half day Onsite Visit.  
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Scheduled visits work well to help you get started without taking on too much 

risk for completely unlimited onsite. Plus, they’re a great way to be seen!  

Once you have figured out your base rates, then simply put all of this in an Excel 

spreadsheet to calculate each clients per user pricing and weighting. 

Then simply quote them their new Per User Per Month Price. 

They’ll feel special as they think you’re customizing a price “just for them” and 

you’ll feel great – as you (and your team) can easily quote new Managed Service 

agreements that are profitable across your client base. 

 

PRO TIP 

Make sure you have a note in your Managed Service agreement that you 

regularly review and adjust agreements to ensure they are sustainable.   

That way, if a particular clients’ agreement is falling way outside your normal 

profit margins, you can go to them and update their Per User Per Month price. 

You want to make sure that when you sign one of these agreements with a 

client, that you explain the process up front. 

 

What do I include? 

I can’t tell you exactly what to put in here as you need to figure out what is best 

for your ideal client in your market. However, I can give you some pointers. 

One of my biggest encouragements though is to make it super simple for the 

client. If you can figure out a way to bundle 99% of everything they need 

(support, security, licensing, training etc) in a single price – most clients will love 

the simplicity of this. 

Here’s some inspiration to get you started: 
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The key with your inclusions is to be VERY, VERY, VERY (did I say VERY) clear and 

upfront, that whatever isn’t included is by default excluded.  

You can obviously use your own discretion here and include some things from 

time to time however you and your team always want to be 100% in control of 

this conversation (not your client). 

SHAMELESS PLUG 

Inside our Tech Tribe platform is a downloadable Managed Services 

Agreement Template that has a great list of inclusions to get you started. 
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When do I review? 

Once you have your system in place, you now need to review and reconcile it 

regularly.  

The first thing you need to review and adjust when you are on per user pricing is 

the user count.  

 

Now, you can either do this one of two ways, the first way is manually, which is a 

perfectly fine way to get started. Just make sure that you set recurring tickets up 

for one of your Level 1 or cheaper technical resources to do.  

 (You don’t personally want to be doing it each month and if you can avoid it, 

you don’t want one of your higher paid engineers to be able to do it).  

They will need to check user counts at each client and adjust their agreement 

accordingly.  

The other, preferred option is to allow your PSA system to automatically do it 

using one of the tools I mentioned earlier.  

If you are using an automated system, I’d recommend scheduling a quarterly or 

bi-annual reconciliation just to make sure nothing has got out of whack. 
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Then secondly, you need to review your Agreement Gross Profit reports (either 

monthly or quarterly). Your PSA will help  you with this.  

I highly recommend monthly (we used to do it in the 2nd week of the month). 

When someone falls out of your targeted profit margins and it’s their fault or 

issue (e.g. needing more support, harder to manage etc), then you simply 

calculate their new per user rate to make them profitable and adjust them.  

If you’ve set the right expectations up front, this won’t be an uncomfortable 

conversation. It’ll simply go something like this: 

“Hi John, we just ran our quarterly review of all our agreements and Swiss 

Vitamins has popped up in our unsustainable list – we’ve done a review of 

the account and noticed that it’s due to XYZ – so to continue support, the 

new per user per month pricing from next month is going to be $175 instead 

of $165”.  

If you’re doing a great job of supporting them (which I’m sure you are), then I 

promise – they won’t even bat an eyelid. 

PRO TIP 

If you notice a client being SUPER profitable when you’re reviewing your 

reports, it’s a great opportunity to call the client and either throw something in 

extra each month, or let them know that their Per User Per Month rate is 

reducing by $XXX per month.  Imagine the goodwill you’ll build up…  
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HOW DO I START? 

Well, now you know WHAT to do – the next question is HOW to start. 

As you hopefully know by now, I’m a big believer in SIMPLICITY.  

My encouragement to you is don’t make this a complex process, because 

it’s really not. You can do it simply and your clients will love you. 

 

And, sure, I completely understand that it’s sometimes tough to raise or 

change prices (I struggled for years), however the reality is that 99.234% of 

the anxiety you have around raising prices is completely unfounded.  

In fact, each time I raised or changed prices, I typically had at least one 

client say something like “You were definitely too cheap before!”. 

If you ever do get a complaint – it’s a really good indicator that this client 

doesn’t value what you do and it might be time to ask them to move to 

another MSP or IT Support company  

So, jump in and run through these next steps and your pricing headache will 

soon be a thing of the past. 

(oh, and that 99.234% statistic may or may not be made up ) 
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HOW TO CALCULATE? 

You should now go and build yourself an Excel (or Google Sheet) calculator that 

works with all of your inclusions and spits out your final pricing so you can easily 

quote people. 

However, if you want to save some time, we’ve already built a calculator that 

does all this heavy lifting for you. Just adjust your rates and away you go! 

If you come and take a trial of the Tech Tribe community you can download the 

Calculator immediately (along with a whole pile of other MSP resources,  like 

the Managed Service Agreement template I mentioned above). 

 

 

Or find out more about the Tech Tribe here: 

www.thetechtribe.com 
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WHO THE HECK IS NIGEL? 

You might be wondering who the heck is this Nigel 

guy and why should I listen to him? 

Well, here’s the short version. 

I started working in the IT Support industry in 1999 

and through a crazy chain of events (ask me about it 

one day), in 2008, I ended up owning and running 

my own MSP.  

After a few years, I was working 70-90 hour weeks 

(argh, it gives me anxiety just writing that). 

Then, in 2012, my wife (who also worked in the business) and I found out that 

we had our first kid on the way, we decided things needed to change ASAP.  

So, we made a decision to work more ON the business than IN it.  

Shortly after, another friend and I merged our MSP’s together and we worked 

hard on hiring some amazing managers and systemizing EVERYTHING we could. 

Over the next few years, we went from 70-90 hour weeks in the business to 5-15 

hour weeks in the business, all whilst earning more than we had before. 

Eventually, in 2016, we got an offer we couldn’t refuse and we sold our MSP. 

Now days, I live on the beach, surf as much as I can and run the Tech Tribe - a 

global community of MSP and IT Support Business Owners.  

My passion is helping other MSP and IT Support Business owners avoid the 

mistakes I made (trust me, I made LOTS) and helping them grow and build their 

MSP or IT Support business easier and faster. 


